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Cyber physical systems: it is no longer possible to separate this term from discussions about
future technical and industrial trends and challenges. But what exactly does it really mean?
The cyber physical systems (CPS) concept draws its inspiration from many different ideas:
smart objects, ambient intelligence, ubiquitous computing and the Internet of Things. By using
various localization, identification, navigation and communication technologies, a CPS connects
objects and processes from the real, physical world with the digital world. This cross-linking
happens all the time in interconnected systems, and often on a global level. As the individual
connected components interact, the conditions, environmental parameters, characteristics and
identities of various objects can be collected, processed and shaped. The resulting system not
only mirrors the real world, but can in fact also measure, control and influence it as a whole.
CPS applications can be used in a wide variety of areas, including overseeing conditions in
industrial plants, controlling energy flows, tracking goods, monitoring property, controlling
vehicles or even carrying out fitness analyses. This puts a variety of demands on CPS. To meet
those demands, more than 150 engineers, computer scientists and business administrators
here at the Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits IIS have developed innovative CPS
technologies and services for our partners in many different industries. We provide support at
every level – analyzing the market, conducting feasibility studies and fostering the development
of new CPS-based information services. Since CPS is capable of a wide variety of applications
– and consequently, requires a broad range of security requirements – we integrate security
mechanisms tailored to each application.

CYBER – Digital world

PHYISICAL – real world

Shared intelligence
Wireless communication

Visible through sensors
Influenced by actuators

SYSTEMS – entity of components
CPS connects the real, physical
world with the digital one

Fulfills a task / problem / requirement
Considers framework conditions

OUR CPS EXPERTISE

I N N O VAT I V E L O C A L I Z AT I O N T E C H N O L -

make use of state-of-the-art measurement technology and

OGY FOR CPS

techniques, conveyor systems and a comprehensive testing
center.

Often, a central element of CPS applications is the continuous
positioning of individual objects in real time.. These areas of

Narrow-band telemetry systems are used in CPS for the

application may vary dramatically: logistics and production,

direct and robust point-to-point transmission of sensor data

sports or security. To meet the resulting variety of require-

and control information over long distances, for instance in

ments, more than 70 engineers and computer scientists in the

automated processes. Fraunhofer IIS has developed a way to

Positioning and Navigation research area at Fraunhofer IIS are

significantly extend the range of these systems. The method

researching solutions.

also allows a small size and a long battery life for the sender
as well as the use of cost-effective mass-market radio chips.

We create and continuously refine the most state-of-the-art

What’s more, digital signal processing in the receiver permits a

positioning technologies. Our solutions cover a vast range:

high density of transmitters.

satellite positioning; combined positioning solutions for cities
and buildings, such as awiloc® (WLAN, GPS, INS); s-net®

Using self-organization and distributed application logic,

wireless sensor networks; flexible positioning technologies

wireless sensor networks make it possible for large numbers of

such as BlackFIR ; and highly precise positioning processes

sensor nodes to collect information in places that are normally

such as RedFIR®. These diverse localization technologies can be

inaccessible by acting as independent and wireless networked

combined, customized and improved to fit the widest range

CPS. The protocol characteristics of Fraunhofer IIS’s s-net®

of CPS applications. Every CPS application has an appropriate

technology can be individually tailored; with their extremely

technology, Our researchers also benefit from L.I.N.K.,

low energy consumption, they are the ideal technology base

Fraunhofer IIS’s Test and Demonstration Center. The Center

for these wireless networks. Thanks to s-net® smart applica-

has more than 10,000 m2 of space optimized for developing

tions, users can easily implement applications on the sensor

radio technology, including indoor and outdoor areas.

nodes without having to program additional software.

For more information, please contact:

In addition, Fraunhofer IIS supports both wireless and wireline

rene.duenkler@iis.fraunhofer.de, phone: +49 911 58061-3203.

networks with smart integrated sensors and application-specif-

®

ic integrated circuits (ASICs).
W I R E L E S S C P S C O M M U N I C AT I O N S Y S -

For more information, please contact:

TEMS

karin.loidl@iis.fraunhofer.de, phone: +49 911 58061-9413.

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a robust and cost-effective CPS technology. It is already deployed across applications
and industries, closing the gaps between the physical and
digital flows of goods. Fraunhofer IIS offers individual, customized RFID solutions for CPS applications – including idea
generation, development and the final product. For simulating
real-life application scenarios, Fraunhofer researchers can

S M A R T E N E R G Y S U P P LY W I T H C P S

SOFTWARE AND SERVICES FOR CPS

Energy harvesting technology converts even the smallest

When different technologies are combined, they can provide

amount of energy in the immediate environment – such as

a vast amount of data, especially in CPS. What’s crucial to

light, movement or heat – into electricity in order to provide

the design of CPS applications is efficiently and consistently

power for electronic systems. This process permits unlimited

integrating the different technologies into IT systems and pro-

operating and runtimes and creates maintenance-free systems.

cesses. Fraunhofer researchers have developed an integration

Fraunhofer IIS develops completely self-sufficient energy

and application platform (IAP) that makes it possible to effi-

supply systems, including the required microelectronics, which

ciently and inexpensively connect an existing CPS composed

make use of temperature differences in the human body or

of several different technologies to an existing IT system.

vibrations in vehicles or machines, for instance. The method

Only one interface needs to be created. The IAP supports the

can power complex systems too, not just sensors or radio

top technologies and IT systems available on the market and

senders.

observes the relevant standards.

For more information, please contact:

Many innovative information services can be offered as part

peter.spies@iis.fraunhofer.de, phone +49 911 58061-6363.

of CPS, but developing them means looking beyond just the
economic factors. After selecting the right technology and
structuring the necessary IT systems, for example, questions

M A N A G E E N E R G Y I N T E L L I G E N T LY W I T H

related to technical and business informatics must be consid-

CPS

ered during development. The Nürnberger Service Engineering
Binokular method NSEB® fully addresses these issues as well

CPS can help generate ideal and stable energy flows in

as economic ones. NSEB® makes it possible to systematically

accordance with demand. In the smart grid, energy measure-

develop CPS-based information services, detail them and bring

ment sensors record conditions at distribution stations. After

them to market in only eight steps.

processing the data, the system delivers information to the
power supplier about controlling energy flows within the grid.

Transparency about existing markets and how they will
develop is a prerequisite for companies that wish to make

Turning to localized energy management, CPS processes

sustainable business decisions. That’s why prior to developing

weather forecasts, changing feed-in conditions and energy

a CPS application, Fraunhofer experts use the scientifically

delivery costs. The system then makes decisions about on-site

proven “target market analysis” method to identify relevant

consumption from locally generated power, feed-in, storage or

markets for new products, technologies or services and

delivery from the grid. Fraunhofer IIS researches and develops

calculate their sales potential.

components for measurement sensors, service gateways and
communication links to be used in these CPS applications.

For further information, please contact:
christina.waibel@iis.fraunhofer.de, phone: +49 911 58061-9599.

For further information, please contact:
jasmin.specht@iis.fraunhofer.de, phone: +49 9131 776-4440.

CPS APPLICATION AREAS

Industry 4.0

E-health

As requirements become more exacting, CPS will increasingly

CPS can contribute to the e-health sector by ensuring compre-

be used in industrial production. CPS offers ways to optimize

hensive medical care and optimizing hospital processes. What’s

internal production, manage and monitor machines and tools

more, CPS solutions help older people to stay independent

better and also facilitates cooperation across organizational

longer and to keep actively involved in society.

boundaries.

Possible applications:

Possible applications:

– tracking and surveillance of medical equipment, technolo-

– positioning in automated processes, even under difficult
conditions
– KPI-based monitoring of tugger trains used in manufactu-

gy and products
– emergency call systems
– ambient assisted living

ring
– tracking goods during the production process

Logistics

– predictive maintenance

Continuously tracking and ensuring goods security are of

– condition monitoring

primary importance in logistics. CPS can assist by making the
supply chain more transparent, secure and efficient. It also

Smart grids

automates the procedure for verifying actual status against the

For a stable power supply, the grid must have a balance be-

database.

tween power generation and demand. In tomorrow’s decen-

Possible applications:

tralized grids, striking this balance will require comprehensive

– container surveillance

information management to continuously collect feed-in and

– shipment tracking

consumption data, forecast in-feed and consumption and

– smart yard management

regulate generation, storage and consumption. Managing

– supply chain integrity monitoring

smart grids is a typical CPS application.
Possible applications:

Fitness and sports

– controlling grids

CPS can deliver new types of information related to fitness

– regulating power generation and consumption

and sports for athletes, coaches, the media and spectators.

– energy management

Relevant training or game data can be collected and analyzed

– recording consumption data

for specific patterns automatically.
Possible applications:

Transportation and automotive

– real-time training analysis

For the transportation and automotive sectors, CPS offer new

– fitness evaluation

ways to prevent collisions and to support the driver, both at

– soccer goal detection support

work and in private.
Possible applications:
– vehicle control systems for agriculture and construction
– driver assistance systems for collision avoidance
– road safety in large and critical infrastructures
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